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It may be of interest that 2017 saw 1 379 members attending more than five seminars 
each, with 209 members attending more than 10 seminars each, and 11 attending 
more than 20 SAICA offerings.  The member who engaged most frequently with SAICA 
seminars and events attended a total of 34 SAICA offerings. These stats are based on 
information from January to October 2017, and does not include SAICA’s popular annual 
Tax Update that takes place in November. This repeat attendance by members is a clear 
indication of the value of SAICA offerings. 

Best wishes,

Azhar Panchbhai CA(SA)
Senior Executive: Member Engagement

This brochure details an extensive range of planned 
offerings, which includes technical, non-technical 
and networking events. Over 150 unique CPD 
events allow members the opportunity to earn close 
to 500 CPD hours. Seen differently, you could easily 
attend a full 20 days of offerings! As a bonus, the 40 
hours of complimentary CPD promised in previous 
years is planned to double for the coming year, at a 
minimum. This is amazing value!

Of particular excitement is that the majority of these 
service offerings will be webcast live. This facilitates 
several developments. Firstly, every member will 
receive access to essentially the same service 
offering irrespective of the member’s geographic 
location. Secondly, members will be able to save 
time and cost as they will be able to access the 
content at a convenient location, on a device of 
their choosing. Thirdly, the content covers both 
SAICA national and regional content, allowing even 
customised regional content to be made available 
to all members. Fourthly, because the webcasted 
content will be recorded and made available to 
members on the Click2Start platform, members will 
be able to access this content on demand at a later 
stage. Lastly, the content on the Click2Start library 
is expected to increase dramatically, creating an 
even wealthier resource of useful video content for 
members for years to come.

Don’t miss out! An email calendar is distributed in 
the first week of each month detailing the events 
for the coming three months. We encourage you to 
update your email preferences on your online profile 
to receive event notices relevant to your interests.

Some of the content in this brochure will change. 
Events related to topical affairs will be added, 
content for seminars related to the latest updates 
will be developed closer to the seminar, and 
unforeseen circumstances sometimes require 
that a seminar is unfortunately cancelled. The 
monthly email will detail the latest information and 
scheduling. 

SAICA is fully committed to delivering exceptional 
value to members and this brochure embodies this 
commitment. The number of members who choose 
to repeatedly attend SAICA offerings is testament 
to the quality and relevance thereof. Together with 
the SAICA family, I look forward to meeting you at a 
SAICA event in the coming year.

WELCOME TO YOUR 2018 LEARNING, 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT MAP! 
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SOME OF SAICA’S EVENT 
PARTNERS HAVE INCLUDED:

TO PARTNER WITH SAICA EVENTS, CONTACT:
Matt Knight, Project Director, Commercial Delivery and Business Development

MattK@saica.co.za

http://www.absa.co.za
http://www.camaf.co.za
http://www.caseware.co.za
http://www.discovery.co.za
http://www.fnb.co.za
http://www.greatsoft.co.za
http://www.hyundai.co.za/
http://www.investec.co.za
http://www.irontree.co.za
http://www.kia.co.za/
http://www.lexisnexis.co.za
http://www.mercedes-benz.co.za/
http://www.nedbank.co.za
http://www.pps.co.za
http://www.payfast.co.za
http://www.payspace.co.za
http://www.quickbooks.co.za
http://www.rmb.co.za
http://www.receipt-bank.com
http://www.renault.co.za/
http://za.syspro.com/erp/
http://www.sage.co.za
http://www.sasfin.com/
http://www.spotlightreporting.com
http://www.standardbank.co.za
http://www.companiestribunal.org.za/
http://www.toyota.co.za/
http://www.xero.com/za/
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INFORMATION SESSIONS: 

AUDIT & ASSURANCE 
SPECIALIST AREAS

CONTINUATION OF SERIES:

AUDIT BACK TO BASICS 
SEMINARS 

OVERVIEW
The assurance division plans to present two 
information sessions in conjunction with industry 
specialists on specific topics determined by trends 
in the assurance space. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The aim of these interactive information sessions 
is to share practical insight into the workings of 
selected industries and provide members with the 
opportunity to engage directly with the industry 
specialist.

OVERVIEW
SAICA continues with the series of Audit Back 
to Basics seminars, which aim to contribute to 
addressing identified deficiencies and common 
auditing pitfalls. 2018 will see the presentation of 
the fourth and fifth seminars in the series to be 
presented in the first and third quarter of the year. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
These seminars provide delegates with a thorough 
grasp of basic auditing concepts. SAICA has 
selected topics based on common inspection 
findings, which will be addressed in the context of 
the requirements of the ISAs and illustrated by way 
of examples.

AUDIT & ASSURANCE

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  WEBCAST

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS PER SEMINAR

JOHANNESBURG |  WEBCAST

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS PER SEMINAR

ENQUIRE NOW

mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Information Sessions: Audit and Insurance Specialist Areas
mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Continuation of Series: Audit Back to Basics Seminars
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TECHNICAL UPDATE 
AND REFRESHER

AUDIT AND ASSURANCE UPDATE:

OVERVIEW OF RECENT 
DEVELOPMENTS 

OVERVIEW
Findings arising from monitoring activities indicate 
that firms and practitioners are still facing challenges 
in complying with the requirements of the 
International Standards on Auditing. The seminars 
cover topics selected from the ISAs / ISREs / ISAEs 
/ ISRSs and related pronouncements. The specific 
topics form the basis for quarterly seminars to be 
presented across the country.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
SAICA wishes to contribute to firms and 
practitioner’s compliance, by enhancing awareness 
and the understanding of the requirements. The 
requirements contained in the relevant International 
Standards will provide the foundation for the 
seminar, balanced with a focus on the practical 
application and implementation thereof.

OVERVIEW
The SAICA assurance project directors will be 
hosting an Audit and Assurance Update covering 
recent developments in standards and legislations 
affecting practitioners involved in the assurance 
space.  

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This session expands on the recent developments 
that have been communicated through SAICA’s 
monthly standards and legislations newsletter and 
provides a discussion of practical considerations 
arising from the developments. . 

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA |  DURBAN
BLOEMFONTEIN |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS PER SEMINAR

RECORDING

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

AUDIT & ASSURANCE

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Technical Update and Refresher
mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Audit and Assurance Update: Overview of Recent Developments
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2018 ANNUAL AUDIT  
AND ASSURANCE UPDATE 
SEMINAR

OVERVIEW
SAICA will be presenting the Annual Audit and 
Assurance Update seminar to provide members 
who are engaged in the assurance environment 
with a comprehensive technical audit and assurance 
update on recent changes and developments. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The outcomes of recent local and international 
standard-setting and related activities, in the form 
of standards, laws and regulations and other 
pronouncements that are becoming effective or 
that may already be effective in performing audits, 
reviews, other assurance and related services 
engagements in South Africa will form the basis of 
the seminar.

The seminar also aims to create awareness and 
inform members of some emerging areas and on-
going projects and their expected impact on audit 
and assurance practice.

AUDIT & ASSURANCE

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA
CAPE TOWN |  BLOEMFONTEIN |  DURBAN

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=2018%20Annual%20Audit%20and%20Assurance%20Update%20Seminar
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CFO CONFERENCE 
SERIES 

RETIREMENT FUNDS & 
INVESTMENT MANAGERS 
SEMINAR 

CORPORATE REPORTING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

8h 8 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
The event will focus on the latest accounting and 
regulatory updates within the industry. It will also 
consider the state of our economy and its impact on 
long-term investing and savings for retirements.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The objective of the event is to keep members 
within the retirement and investment management 
industry abreast with the latest developments within 
the industry and the economy. 

OVERVIEW
This conference is for CFOs, FCs and Senior 
Finance Managers from businesses of mid-tier size 
up to JSE200 companies. It is focused on giving 
the member technical and non-technical expertise 
to assist the management and leadership of their 
company, function and teams, whilst also facilitating 
good peer networking and discussions throughout.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The member will be equipped with technical, 
personal development and leadership skills that are 
required for the modern CFO and senior finance 
role.

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=CFO%20Conference%20Series
mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Retirement Funds and Investment Managers Seminar
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SHORT & LONG TERM 
INSURANCE SEMINAR 

ANNUAL MEDICAL AID 
SEMINAR

CORPORATE REPORTING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
The event will focus on the latest accounting and 
regulatory updates within the Medical Schemes 
industry. A highlight of IFRS 17 and NHI and their 
impact on the industry

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The objective of the event is to keep members 
within the medical schemes industry abreast with 
the latest developments within the industry. 

OVERVIEW
The event will focus on the latest accounting and 
regulatory updates within the Insurance industry. A 
highlight of IFRS 17 and its impact on the industry.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The objective of the event is to keep members 
within the insurance industry abreast with the latest 
developments within the industry. 

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Short and Long Term Insurance Seminar
mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Annual Medical Aid Seminar
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XBRL  
CONFERENCE 

IFRS FOR SMEs BACK TO 
BASICS SEMINAR

OVERVIEW
From 1 July 2018, companies will be required to 
submit their annual financial statements to the 
Companies and Intellectual Property Commission 
(CIPC) via XBRL. This conference is aimed at 
assisting delegates who will be affected by this 
announcement by providing them training on XBRL 
and giving them a platform to engage with those 
who have experience on XBRL. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Delegates will have the opportunity to engage 
with the CIPC and XBRL experts to understand 
the benefts of XBRL,  the impact of XBRL on 
companies, the rationale for implementing XBRL in 
South Africa and more. 

OVERVIEW
The IFRS for SMEs Back to Basics seminar is a 
full-day seminar which addresses the IFRS for 
SMEs Standard. The seminar is interactive in that 
it incorporates practical case studies which allow 
participants to immediately test their understanding 
of the principles learnt. 

This seminar is aimed at those who are involved in 
the preparation or audit of IFRS for SMEs financial 
statements, academics and those not directly 
responsible for financial statement preparation 
but would like to stay up to date with current 
requirements of IFRS for SMEs.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Delegates will gain an understanding of the 2015 
IFRS for SMEs Standard which includes the 
amendments which were effective for annual 
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

12h 12 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA
DURBAN |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS 

mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=XBRL Conference
mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=IFRS For SMEs Back to Basics Seminar
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PANEL DISCUSSION: 

TRANSITIONING TO THE 
NEW IFRSs – SHARING 
EXPERIENCES

IFRS BACK TO BASICS 
WORKSHOP

OVERVIEW
IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers 
and IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments become effective 
from 2018. What have the new IFRSs meant for 
companies? Have you had negotiations with your 
key stakeholders to help them understand how the 
new IFRSs will impact the company? SAICA will 
afford you the opportunity to hear from those who 
have been involved in the implementation of these 
new IFRSs as they will share their experiences 
including any challenges they have had to overcome 
when implementing the new IFRSs and any benefits 
derived from implementing the new IFRSs. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Delegates will be afforded to opportunity to 
understand the impact the new IFRSs have on 
companies and how some companies have 
overcome the challenges that arose during their 
implementation process. 

OVERVIEW
This is a two-day interactive IFRS workshop. The 
workshop is aimed at assisting delegates with 
the implementation of IFRSs through the use 
of practical case studies. The workshop will be 
addressing the core standards of IFRS including 
IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers, 
IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments and IFRS 16 – Leases 
and includes the requirements that are typical to 
the majority of entities irrespective of entity size or 
industry bias. 

This workshop is aimed at those who involved 
in the preparation and audit of IFRS financial 
statements and those who are not involved in the 
implementation of IFRS but would like to stay up to 
date with the IFRS.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will gain practical knowledge in applying 
the major IFRSs including the new revenue 
Standard (IFRS 15), the new financial instruments 
Standard (IFRS 9) (also illustrating the application 
of this standard to a non-financial institution), the 
new leases Standard (IFRS 16),  consolidations 
and business combinations, property, plant and 
equipment, investment property and the recently 
issued amendments to IFRSs. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA
BLOEMFONTEIN |  DURBAN |  CAPE TOWN
STELLENBOSCH

CHARGEABLE

12h 12 CPD HOURS

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Panel Discussion: Transitioning to the new IFRSs - Sharing Experiences
mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=IFRS Back to Basics Workshop
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FINANCIAL REPORTING UPDATE FOR 
EXECUTIVES:

THE BUSINESS IMPACT 
OF ANY NEW IFRSs AND 
AMENDMENTS TO IFRSs 

PANEL DISCUSSION: 

THE NEW INSURANCE 
CONTRACTS STANDARD

OVERVIEW
From 2018, numerous IFRSs, amendments to IFRSs 
and IFRICs come into effect but have companies 
put in place the appropriate processes to ensure 
compliance with the new requirements? How 
much work should the relevant teams within the 
organisation have performed to date to ensure 
compliance? What is the impact of these IFRSs 
or amendments to IFRSs on your business? What 
questions should you be asking to assist you to 
understand the business impact of these IFRSs?  
Join SAICA as we unpack these questions and many 
more at this two-hour session. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This session is intended to assist those charged 
with governance including  board members, audit 
committee members, Chief Executive Officers, 
Chief Financial Officers and other executives to have 
a better understanding of the business impact of the 
new or amended IFRSs.  

OVERVIEW
IFRS 17 – Insurance Contracts becomes effective 
for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 
2021. What should companies be putting in place to 
prepare for the implementation of IFRS 17? What is 
the likely impact of this IFRS on companies? SAICA 
will be unpacking these questions with a panel of 
experts at this two-hour session. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The session will provide delegates with an overview 
of  IFRS 17 and outline the expected impact of 
this Standard on insurers. This session will be 
beneficial to those who are/will be involved in the 
implementation of IFRS 17.  

FINANCIAL REPORTING

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

2h 2 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS 

ENQUIRE NOW

mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Panel Discussion: The New Insurance Contracts Standard
mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Financial Reporting Update for Executives: The Business Impact of any new IFRSs and Amendment to IFRSs


ANNUAL IFRS  
UPDATE

OVERVIEW
The  seminar will provide you with an update on 
the recently issued IFRSs, amendments to IFRSs, 
IFRICs and other pronouncements published since 
the 2017 update and these include a practice 
statement on materiality (Making Materiality 
Judgements - Practice Statement 2), the revised 
Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting  and 
several amendments to IFRSs.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will gain an awareness of the 
amendments to IFRSs issued since the 2017 
IFRS Update and gain an understanding of the key 
accounting principles, and application thereof, of the 
IFRSs covered.

FINANCIAL REPORTING

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG | PRETORIA | DURBAN
BLOEMFONTEIN | CAPE TOWN | EAST LONDON 
STELLENBOSCH | PORT ELIZABETH

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS
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mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Annual IFRS Update
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GOVERNANCE AND NON-IFRS REPORTING

PROTECTION OF PERSONAL 
INFORMATION ACT

LEGAL UPDATE

OVERVIEW
The Protection of Personal Information Act was 
signed into law. The Act aims to bring South Africa 
in line with international data protection laws. The 
impact of this legislation will be far-reaching and will 
significantly affect the way companies collect, store 
and disseminate personal information.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To understand the impact and implications that the 
Protection of Personal Information Act will have 
on data collection and usage by companies, and to 
ensure compliance with the Act.

OVERVIEW
The training initiative will discuss the general 
background of the Competition Act, cartel conduct, 
vertical relationships on what type of supplier / 
customer relationships are allowed, what abuse of 
dominance is all about, mergers and acquisitions, 
fines and penalties that apply and types of 
exemptions that can be applied for. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To obtain basic background of the Competition Act 
and to understand if and where the Competition Act 
might have an impact on normal business practices.

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA |  DURBAN 
PORT ELIZABETH |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS

WEBCAST

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica@saica.co.za?subject=Protection of Personal Information Act
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Legal%20Update
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PRACTICE

SAICA 2018 INFORMATION 
SESSION

DATA ANALYTICS -  USE IN 
ASSURANCE ENGAGEMENTS

OVERVIEW
SAICA will be presenting this complimentary 
information session, which provides a high-level 
update of relevant amendments and developments.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This information session provides members with 
a holistic overview of recent amendments and 
developments in all areas of interest, including those 
applicable to corporate reporting (including legal and 
compliance), taxation, assurance and practice.

OVERVIEW
This seminar is designed for members in 
practice who wish to obtain knowledge and 
skills to incorporate data analytics in assurance 
engagements.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To understand the impact of Data Analytics and 
how to make use of data analytics when performing 
assurance engagements.

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA
CAPE TOWN |  GEORGE |  EAST LONDON 
PORT ELIZABETH |  BLOEMFONTEIN
DURBAN |  PIETERMARITZBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

6h 6 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA
CAPE TOWN |  BLOEMFONTEIN |  DURBAN

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=SAICA%202018%20Information%20Session
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Data%20Analytics%20-%20Use%20in%20Assurance%20Agreements


PRACTICE

CLOUD IN PRACTICE INTEGRATED REPORTING 
FOR SMPs /  SMEs

OVERVIEW
This conference is designed for practitioners who 
would like to understand how cloud accounting can 
assist their own business and their clients’ needs, 
or where they can enhance their existing use of 
cutting-edge Fintech and cloud accounting tools.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The conference will showcase the benefits of 
adopting cloud software - or benchmarking current 
tools to new software - so that a member’s 
business or client advisory services have improved 
platforms, digital strategy and technology.

OVERVIEW
This seminar is designed for members in practice 
and SMEs to outline the benefits of integrated 
thinking and the application thereof.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To understand the importance of integrated 
reporting for SMEs and SMPs by creating value for 
SMEs through integrated thinking.

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  DURBAN
BLOEMFONTEIN |  CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

6h 6 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS
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mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Cloud%20in%20Practice
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Integrated%20Reporting%20for%20SMPs%20/%20SMEs
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PRACTICE

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

OVERVIEW
This conference is designed for members in practice 
highlighting the importance of practice management 
and providing guidance.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Various practice management issues unpacked.

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Practice%20Management
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UNDERSTANDING THE AUDIT 
AND EXAMINATION OF 
PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS

PUBLIC SECTOR 
INFORMATION SESSIONS

OVERVIEW
This session is designed for all members and 
associates involved in the audit or financial reporting 
of public schools directly or indirectly, including 
but not limited to accountants,  internal auditors, 
external auditors, finance officers and School 
Governing Bodies.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This event aims to provide participants with an in-
depth understanding on how to audit and examine 
public school financial statements efficiently and 
effectively.

OVERVIEW
These sessions are designed for members and 
associates involved in public finance management 
directly or indirectly, including but not limited to 
lecturers, accountants, finance managers, chief 
finance officers, internal auditors, external auditors, 
audit committee members and consultants.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
These sessions will provide members and 
associates with an in-depth understanding of SAICA 
public sector offerings and project while earning 
valuable CPD points.

PUBLIC SECTOR

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  EASTERN CAPE
FREE STATE |  KWAZULU-NATAL
LIMPOPO |  MPUMALANGA |  CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

3h 3 CPD HOURS 
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mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Understanding%20the%20Audit%20and%20Examination%20of%20Public%20School%20FInancial%20Statements
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Public%20Sector%20Information%20Sessions


PUBLIC SECTOR  
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

DOING BUSINESS WITH 
GOVERNMENT AS AN SMME

OVERVIEW
This summit is designed for members and non-
members who are involved in public finance 
management, reporting and governance directly or 
indirectly, including but not limited to Chief Financial 
Officers, finance managers, internal auditors, 
external auditors, audit committee members, 
analysts, other interested parties

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This event will provide participants with an in-depth 
understanding to some of those challenges which 
includes the state of public sector procurement 
as well as what can be expected beyond the 
National Development Plan. There will also be panel 
discussions by expert panel members who will be 
sharing their experiences and views.

OVERVIEW
This seminar is designed for members and non-
members who are interested in understanding how 
to do business with Government.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This seminar will provide participants with an in-
depth understanding of the procurement process 
within Government, the preferences received by 
SMMEs when doing business with Government 
and unpack the processes involved in registering on 
the central supplier database, responding to tenders 
and quotations and all other issues that will make it 
easier for SMMEs to do business with Government. 
The session will also cover the tax and financial 
incentives and grants available to SMMEs.

PUBLIC SECTOR

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  KZN |  EASTERN CAPE
FREE STATE |  LIMPOPO |  MPUMALANGA
WESTERN CAPE

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS
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SAICA-ASB GRAP UPDATE 
SESSION 1/2018

SAICA-ASB GRAP UPDATE 
SESSION 2/2018

OVERVIEW
This session is designed for all members and 
associates involved in public finance management 
and financial reporting directly or indirectly, including 
but not limited to lecturers, accountants, finance 
managers, Chief Finance Officers, internal auditors, 
external auditors, audit committee members, 
consultants and analysts.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This update will help members stay up to date with 
recent developments in GRAP and IPSASs.

OVERVIEW
This session is designed for all members and 
associates involved in public finance management 
and financial reporting directly or indirectly, including 
but not limited to lecturers, accountants, finance 
managers, Chief Finance Officers, internal auditors, 
external auditors, audit committee members, 
consultants and analysts.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This update will help members stay up to date with 
recent developments in GRAP and IPSASs.

PUBLIC SECTOR

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

2.5h 2.5 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

2.5h 2.5 CPD HOURS 

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=SAICA-ASB%20GRAP%20Update%20Session%201/2018
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=SAICA-ASB%20GRAP%20Update%20Session%202/2018


SAICA-AGSA 2016/17 MFMA 
AUDIT OUTCOMES FEEDBACK 
SESSION

SAICA-AGSA 2017/18 
PFMA AUDIT OUTCOMES 
FEEDBACK SESSION

OVERVIEW
This session is designed for members and non-
members who are interested in understanding the 
2016/17 MFMA audit outcomes.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This event will provide participants with an 
in-depth understanding of the 2016/17 MFMA 
audit outcomes. The session will unpack the 
audit outcomes at a national and provincial 
level, performance information, compliance with 
legislation, irregular and fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure, recommendations and all other issues 
identified by the Auditor General during 2016/17 
PFMA audit.

OVERVIEW
This session is designed for members and non-
members who are interested in understanding the 
2017/18 audit outcomes in national and provincial 
Government and public entities.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This event will provide participants with an 
in-depth understanding of the 2017/18 PFMA 
audit outcomes. The session will unpack the 
audit outcomes at a national and provincial 
level, performance information, compliance with 
legislation, irregular and fruitless and wasteful 
expenditure, recommendations and all other issues 
identified by the Auditor General during 2017/18 
PFMA audit.

PUBLIC SECTOR

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

3h 3 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS
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PUBLIC SECTOR

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

PFM AND GOVERNANCE 
UPDATE SESSION

OVERVIEW
This session is designed for all members and 
associates involved in public finance management 
and financial reporting directly or indirectly, including 
but not limited to lecturers, accountants, finance 
managers, Chief Finance Officers, internal auditors, 
external auditors, audit committee members, 
consultants and analysts.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This update will help members stay up to date with 
recent PFM and Governance CPD points.

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=PFM%20and%20Governance%20Update%20Session
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TAX

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  PRETORIA,  
CAPE TOWN |  DURBAN |  BLOEMFONTEIN, 
POLOKWANE |  MBOMBELA |  PORT 
ELIZABETH |  KIMBERLEY |  KLERKSDORP

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This course is designed for members to be kept up 
to date on the latest tax amendments that occurred 
during 2018. Though the course is comprehensive in 
coverage of topics is it not intended to be a detailed 
technical analysis of every matter.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Create an awareness of and understanding of 
the latest primary tax legislation (i.e. Acts) and 
secondary tax law (i.e. regulations, case law, rulings 
etc.) proposed, enacted or issued during the course 
of 2018.

ANNUAL TAX  
UPDATE 2018

OVERVIEW
This course is designed for members to be kept up 
to date on the latest tax amendments but who were 
not able to attend the 2017 update sessions the 
previous year. Though the course is comprehensive 
in coverage of topics is it not intended to be a 
detailed technical analysis of every matter.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Create an awareness of and understanding of 
the latest primary tax legislation (i.e. Acts) and 
secondary tax law (i.e. regulations, case law, rulings 
etc.) proposed, enacted or issued during the course 
of 2017.

ANNUAL TAX  
UPDATE 2017

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Annual%20Tax%20Update%202017
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Annual%20Tax%20Update%202018


TAX

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  CAPE TOWN
BLOEMFONTEIN |  DURBAN

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This workshop is designed to enable taxpayers 
and advisors to understand the overall tax dispute 
landscape but more specifically the request for 
reasons and objections parts thereof and how they 
should be properly formulated through the use of a 
case study. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This workshop will cover in high level the overall tax 
dispute legislative landscape and then specifically 
address through the use of a case study how and 
why a request for reasons and objection should be 
formulated in specific manner to esnure compliance 
with the relevant legislation and enable SARS to 
better address the dispute.

TAX DISPUTE  
WORKSHOP

PBO TAX EXEMPTION – 
OPERATIONAL MATTERS

OVERVIEW
This course is ideal for those who work for or render 
services to Public Benefit Organisations (PBO’s), 
including schools and need to have a fundamental 
understanding of the income tax exemption and 
VAT landscape of PBO’s, how it is different to other 
tax exempt entities and how the operations of the 
entities must be aligned to enable tax compliance.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This course will cover the overall income tax 
exemption and VAT legislative landscape in respect 
of PBO’s (including schools), the reporting & 
management requirements and what data your 
corporate reporting system should produce to 
enable tax compliance.
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TAX

ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

THIRD PARTY REPORTING – 
IT3 AND CbCR

CROSS BORDER 
TRANSACTIONS

OVERVIEW
This workshop seeks to introduce delegates to the 
world of cross border trade and will utilize various 
case studies for buying and selling both tangible 
and intangible goods/services cross border to 
introduce the delegate to the tax and other concepts 
and considerations that apply to these type of 
transactions.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Learning outcomes include an introduction and birds 
eye view of the finance (eg. Banking, exchange 
control etc), legal (eg. Transporation, insurance etc) 
and tax (customs & excise, VAT and Income Tax) 
considerations when buying or selling tangible or 
intangible goods to or from South Africa through the 
use of basic transactional case studies.

OVERVIEW
This workshop is ideal for those who need to 
understand how and when third party data reporting 
filings have to be made to SARS and the data and 
platform requirements to do such filings.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Outcomes include understanding the various 
Business Requirements Specifications requirements 
of the data file (excluding for financial institutions 
and medical schemes),how it must be compiled 
for the different third party data reports and the 
platforms available to submit such data.

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Cross%20Border%20Transactions
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Third%20Party%20Reporting%20-%20IT3%20and%20CbCR


TAX

ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This course is ideal for executives who sit on boards 
or management committees of Public Benefit 
Organisations (including schools)  and need to have 
a fundamental understanding of how the income tax 
exemption and VAT landscape affect the strategic 
planning of a PBO, what matters they need to 
address or monitor with management and how 
they are personally responsible or liable in terms of 
relevant tax legislation.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This course will provide executives a roadmap of 
considerations (i.e. strategy pack) that they need to 
understand as to why the income tax exemption and 
VAT affects strategy of a PBO and which matters 
they would need management to report and monitor 
to ensure that the tax obligations for exemption 
are met. It will also provide a basic understanding 
of personal liability and obligations imposed on 
executives and which executives carry specific 
burdens.

OVERVIEW
This course is designed for persons who live and 
work in foreign countries (i.e. not in South Africa) 
and who may or have emigrated or changed their 
South African tax residence status to understand 
their tax compliance obligations in South Africa 
should their residency status change and the 
consequences of various case studies regarding 
South Africa assets and income still retained.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Create an understanding of income tax and 
exchange control implications of emigrating, 
changing tax residence or rendering services in a 
foreign country as well the income tax implications 
and obligations of retaining assets or income 
streams in South Africa.

SA EXPAT  
TAX MATTERS

PBO “STRATEGY PACK”  
FOR BOARDROOM 
EXECUTIVES
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TAX

ENQUIRE NOW

OVERVIEW
This is a roadshow designed to enlighten members 
within the Small and Medium Practice space on 
the latest within the tax, accounting and laws and 
regulations and overview of the activities of SAICA 
that impact them.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Overview and basic discussion of the latest and 
most important changes within tax legislation, 
tax operations and tax enviroment, focussing in 
particular on member in the small and medium 
practices, to create an awareness of changes and 
the impact thereof. It will also create an awarenes of 
the activities of the SAICA Tax division for the year 
that may affect SMP members. 

SMP ROADSHOW –  
TAX

JOHANNESBURG | PRETORIA, | GEORGE 
BLOEMFONTEIN | KIMBERLEY | KLERKSDORP 
PORT ELIZABETH | CAPE TOWN | POLOKWANE 
MBOMBELA | DURBAN | PIETERMARITZBURG, 
NEWCASTLE | EAST LONDON

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=SMP%20Roadshow%20-%20Tax
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NON-TECHNICAL 
TRAINING
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NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
Join us for the Annual SAICA Leadership 
Conference where leadership experts will provide 
you with the latest insights and discuss the most 
prevalent issues for today’s leaders.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will develop a better understanding of the 
challenges that they and their organisations face and 
how to prepare for the present and future.

OVERVIEW
Thought leaders will discuss inspirational and 
thought provoking topics in under 12 minutes per 
presentation!

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will be exposed to various trends and 
interesting topics.

LEADERSHIP  
CONFERENCE

ACCELERATED LEARNING 
SHOWCASE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Accelerated%20Learning%20Showcase
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Leadership%20Conference


REINVENTING BUDGETING 
ONTO AN INTEGRATED 
THINKING AND ACTING 
PLATFORM

TECHNOLOGY  
CONFERENCE

OVERVIEW
This seminar is designed for individuals in leadership 
roles who wish to upgrade their existing budgeting 
processes and covers the ‘best of breed’ business 
practices. Working methodically through all the 
elements of the budgeting process this business 
oriented course details several ways of identifying, 
creating and extracting value at each stage in the 
process. This is a highly practical interactive two-
day seminar which includes several case study 
exercises, reflection questions and a multitude of 
examples drawn from many business sectors.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The macro objective is to equip delegates with a 
thorough understanding of integrated thinking and 
acting in business and to highlight several ideas and 
options as to how to improve upon their existing 
budgeting processes.

OVERVIEW
Join us as we review emerging technologies, their 
impact on business and how they are practically 
applied in today’s complex world.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will develop a better understanding of the 
latest technologies that they need to be aware of as 
business leaders.

NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

16h 16 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS
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NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This breakfast is designed to provide an overview of 
how mindfulness and meditation impact leadership 
performance through practical examples and how to 
start the journey.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will develop an understanding on how to 
reach their peak performance through mindfulness 
and meditation.

OVERVIEW
A half day event that leads into the evening Top 
35 Under 35 Awards, and is for young CAs. The 
programme will focus on leadership, new media, 
technology and other areas.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The event will deliver current content for the young 
CA to equip attendees with the expertise needed 
to remain progressive and influential leaders for the 
future.

PEAK PERFORMANCE 
THROUGH MINDFULNESS 
AND MEDITATION

TOP 35 UNDER 35 EVENT

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Top%2035%20Under%2035%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Peak%20Performance%20through%20Mindfulness%20and%20Meditation


GET A LIFE  
IN 40 DAYS!

ADVANCED EXCEL

OVERVIEW
This seminar presented by well-respected executive 
coach Gustav Gous focusses on a one day of 
practical life planning to plan all the different aspects 
of our lives, and bring it all together in one big 
holistic life map. The workshop goes beyond mere 
time management to integrated life planning and 
mapping.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This seminar will provide guidance on the question: 
Where am I on my life journey and what do I still 
want to do before I die? Let’s plan the remainder of 
your life to assure the greatest degree of happiness. 
The slogan for the workshop is: If you have a life - 
come plan it; If you don’t have a life - get one.

OVERVIEW
The advanced course is called ‘advanced’ for a 
reason; it’s not for amateurs! It is jam-packed with 
over 60 different functions and formulae. It teaches 
the learners to combine formulae and ensures that 
the learner can take formulae to a new level. The 
most important element of this course is that the 
learners learn how to teach themselves. There are 
so many different functions, the learner must be 
confident to grow and improve himself in the Excel 
environment.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members who have an intermediate knowledge of 
excel will benefit tremendously from this course 
as the presenter provides a practical hands-on 
approach to learning. There is a questionnaire 
that members are required to respond to that will 
determine their suitability for the course.

NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

8h 8 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG |  DURBAN 
BLOEMFONTEIN |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

16h 16 CPD HOURS
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NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

16h 16 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

16h 16 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This intensive 2-day course provides an immersive 
and fast-paced introduction to entrepreneurship, 
with hands-on activities and exercises that provide 
participants with a deep understanding of what it is 
like to be an entrepreneur. Teams will be formed and 
the start-up cycle will be compressed, investigating 
the evolution from idea to concept to viable start-up, 
and experimenting with customer discovery and 
product/market fit activities that start-ups undertake 
to test hypotheses and either validate their 
assumptions or pivot to more promising concepts.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will develop an understanding of how 
to practically start a business while still employed, 
learning from experts who have undertaken a similar 
journey. As members are experts at the theory, the 
real benefit will be the practical implementation of 
ideas and concepts from ideation to execution.

OVERVIEW
This course is designed for members to translate 
ideas into action using strategic frameworks and 
design thinking; then put theory into practice with 
real innovation projects.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members who are in roles that give them the ability 
and responsibility to start new projects or ventures 
within their companies or divisions will gain a set of 
comprehensive, actionable tools to move from idea 
to plan for execution so you can successfully drive 
change and innovate from within.

START-UP BOOT CAMP  
FOR PROFESSIONALS

THE CORPORATE ENTREPRENEUR: 
HOW TO DRIVE INNOVATION 
IN YOUR ORGANISATION

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Start-up%20Boot%20Camp%20for%20Professionals
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=The%20Corporate%20Entrepreneur%3A%20How%20to%20Drive%20Innovation%20in%20your%20Organisation


CRITICAL THINKING AND 
PROBLEM SOLVING

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 
WITH EXCEL POWER PIVOT 
AND POWER QUERY

OVERVIEW
This course presents a structured approach for 
tackling problems, opportunities and decisions that 
will ultimately help you get better results—whether 
you are innovating, managing crises or planning for 
the future. The course addresses the five types of 
critical thinking needed in business environments: 
strategic thinking, tactical thinking, analytical 
thinking, innovative thinking and implicative thinking.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will, through exercises, use different 
thinking approaches to achieve maximum results. 
You will also have the opportunity to apply these 
concepts to a specific problem or opportunity from 
your own business environment.

OVERVIEW
This course shows you how to create more 
powerful PivotTable reports, summarise multi-
dimensional PivotTables and dissect data to produce 
detailed information for business reporting and 
forecasting purposes. Power Query is regarded as 
the best transformation and data manipulation tool 
for Excel that will allow a user to get, clean and 
consume data faster than ever before.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members who have an intermediate knowledge 
of excel, who need to transform raw data into 
meaningful reports will benefit from this course.

NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

16h 16 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

16h 16 CPD HOURS
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NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

8h 8 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

8h 8 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This course will look at an overview of Bitcoin, its 
history, how to use Bitcoin and how to trade Bitcoin. 
There will be a discussion around the Blockchain, 
how transactions are stored and how mining works. 
There will also be use-cases looking at how the 
technology is disrupting traditional industries and 
considers compliance and regulation both locally and 
internationally.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This course is intended to enable members to 
quickly understand and expand their knowledge on 
these technologies as well as their application in 
business now and in the future.

OVERVIEW
Thriving in a data-driven world means to be able 
to quickly apply the right tools to gain competitive 
advantage or organisational efficiency. Through 
surveying different use cases against leading 
platforms and approaches, this workshop will teach 
attendees how to assess their own organisation

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This one day interactive workshop will help you 
develop your understanding of the applications for 
big data to make sense of your place in the data-
rich digital world. You will learn techniques to build 
an actionable strategy and business case pitch for 
using Big Data within your organisation.

BITCOIN AND BLOCKCHAIN 
FUNDAMENTALS

BIG DATA FOR SMARTER 
DECISIONS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Big%20Data%20for%20Smarter%20Decisions
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Bitcoin%20and%20Blockchain%20Fundamentals
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STRATEGIC  
THINKING

FUTURE PROOF  
YOUR CAREER

OVERVIEW
This programme is designed to help leaders, 
managers and technical experts to think 
strategically.  It is a highly practical workshop and 
those attending will leave with a much greater 
understanding of the process and with a range of 
tools and techniques they can use at work.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This course is designed to develop the mental tools 
to start understanding the strategic environment 
that members operate in, have a better knowledge 
of themselves as strategic thinkers and to become 
more strategic in day-to-day activities and so can 
better align with corporate goals.

OVERVIEW
We really don’t know what the future holds. What 
we do know for certain is that change is a constant 
in the workplace. This means that what we are 
doing now will be different in the future. Join us 
as we review the essential skills that we need to 
develop, to not only remain relevant but also thrive 
in a future dominated by AI and automation.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will gain an understanding of what they 
should be doing now to ensure that they remain 
relevant and will be competitive in an ever-changing 
business landscape. 

NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

16h 16 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

CONTENTS PAGE
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NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

8h 8 CPD HOURS

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This is a 1 day personal development program that 
provides the background to surviving in an uncertain 
world and suggests several tools and techniques to 
enable each of us to better survive in and benefit 
from the emerging business world of today.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The aim of this program is to highlight the personal 
risks we all face, through analysing the commercial 
world as it is today and where it appears to be 
headed, and to suggest ways to mitigate future 
risks to survive in what is now a completely 
uncertain environment. Future survival requires that 
we significantly adjust our ways of thinking and 
behaving.

OVERVIEW
As leaders, personal presence is extremely 
important. This course is designed to lift you 
out of your day-to-day default style of personal 
‘performance’ and instead develop your skills in 
operating in a zone of high impact and influence.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will understand how to use different 
tactics for influencing in person and in different 
environments, communicate messages with greater 
clarity, confidence and purpose, maintain inner 
confidence under pressure, and be authentic with 
your personal impact and influence.

SURVIVING IN AN 
UNCERTAIN WORLD – 
THE BUSINESS OF I

IMPACT AND  
INFLUENCE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Impact%20and%20Influence
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Surviving%20in%20an%20Uncertain%20World%20-%20The%20Business%20of%20I
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SAICA LEADERSHIP 
EXCELLENCE ACCELERATION 
PROGRAMME

OVERVIEW
This program, designed to hone your business 
acumen and leadership skills to lead or build a 
business, runs over 15 days. It is facilitated by 
senior faculty from GIBS, as well as leading industry 
practitioners and experts. This programme will allow 
you to lead more effectively, grow your career and 
help you to make better decisions for yourself and 
for your organisation - whether as an employee or as 
a new business owner.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Organisations will benefit through future-proofing 
their financial professionals to better cope with a 
rapidly changing business environment by equipping 
attendees with tools to:

•  Lead more effectively

•  Create sustainable and profitable business 
ventures

•  Future-proof yourself against disruptive  
changes that digitalisation poses to finance 
businesses globally

•  Analyse market trends, threats, opportunities  
and risks

•  Help build your Personal Development Plan

NON-TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

156h 156 CPD HOURS

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=SAICA%20Leadership%20Excellence%20Acceleration%20Programme


SAICA

TOP 35-UNDER-35
AWARDS

The process of choosing the Top 35-under-35 starts 
with nominations and entries. Nominations and 
entries are then judged and the Top 35 are selected. 
The Top 35 finalists will be announced and profiled 
over two issues of ASA magazine. Thereafter, the 
35 finalists are judged by a panel of highly esteemed 
business leaders who select the category winners 
and the overall winner. The winner, category 
winners and some of the finalists are once again 
profiled in the October issue with the winner 
appearing on the front cover. 

TARGET AUDIENCE
The campaign will be featured in Accountancy SA 
magazine for the whole year (11 issues) and will 
be marketed to all SAICA members and Corporate 

Companies. The event will be open to all SAICA 
members and associates. A number of key external 
stakeholders are also invited. 

FORMAT OF CAMPAIGN
The campaign is launched and entries opened in 
October 2017. From the February 2018 issue of ASA 
magazine the entries are also advertised along with 
the prizes and sponsors. 

Entries will be advertised again in the March, 
April and May issues with entries closing on 15 
May. Finalists are announced in the July issue and 
profiled in August and September, with the winner 
announcement in October 2018. 

The Top 35-under-35 campaign (2018) is in its 5th year running and has 
become one of SAICA’s flagship campaigns and events.

Get ready to meet the most talented young CAs(SA) in business.

They are the young innovators, risk-takers, rule-breakers and stars in 
business. They’re all under 35 and are making their mark.

CONTACT Matt Knight, 
 Project Director, Commercial Delivery and Business Development
 MattK@saica.co.za
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ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

WEST RAND

COMPLIMENTARY

4h 4 CPD HOURS

VAAL |  WEST RAND |  LIMPOPO

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
The complimentary IFRS for SMEs is a half day 
workshop which will focus on the new amendments 
and specific topics of relevance to the IFRS 
for SMEs. The workshop is designed to be an 
interactive workshop which incorporates practical 
case studies allowing participants to immediately 
test their understanding of the principles learnt. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Create awareness of the latest accounting and 
reporting standards. To equip members with 
practical skills to apply these in their immediate 
work environment.

OVERVIEW
These are seminars on topics of interest by the 
district.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members meet with like-minded peers, to network 
and gain knowledge from various topics to be 
discussed.

Topics up for discussion include:

•  Effect of Blockchain and Cryptocurrency
•  Ethics
•  Budget Speech effect on SMMEs
•  Economic review
•  Post Policy Conference Analysis
•  Leadership
•  Strategic Thinking
•  Corporate Governance
•  Futurists Outlooks

IFRS FOR SMEsDISTRICT SEMINARS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20District%20Seminars
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20IFRS%20for%20SMEs


NORTHERN REGION

JDA – TRANSFORMATION 
WORKSHOP

OVERVIEW
A powerful platform aimed specifically at changing 
landscapes in the workplace. The workshop is 
created to provide thought leadership, guidance 
and other business collateral through changing 
mindsets.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members can voice their concerns on critical 
matters. Gain insight by receiving different 
perspectives and apply this in the workplace in the 
interest of creating a better future for corporate 
South Africa.

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

3h 3 CPD HOURS

ENQUIRE NOW
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LIMPOPO |  LOWVELD |  JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

1.5h 1.5 CPD HOURS

PUBLIC SECTOR FORUM

OVERVIEW
SAICA, through its members and associates, is 
well positioned to make a meaningful contribution 
towards building a public finance management 
environment that is effective, efficient and supports 
service delivery in our country. The interest group 
session will provide information about SAICA 
offerings to members and associates in public 
sector and projects that are directed towards 
building capacity in public finance management.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
•  Knowledge of SAICA offerings for members in 

public sector
•  Update on SAICA Public Finance Management 

Capacity Building Projects
•  Outline of the SAICA National Public Sector 

Committee Work Plan and how members can 
get involved

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Nortern%20Region%3A%20JDA%20-%20Transformation%20Workshop
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Nortern%20Region%3A%20Public%20Sector%20Forum
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ENQUIRE NOW

LIMPOPO

CHARGEABLE

10h 10 CPD HOURS

SPRING CONFERENCE

OVERVIEW
This is a 3-day multi-speaker conference and 
provides an opportunity for members to get 
together and learn from the speakers as we as 
provide networking opportunities.  It is kick started 
with a golf tournament and spa sessions for those 
who prefer to be pampered in a serene game lodge 
setting. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Dependant on the topic presented on, it varies but 
includes some or all the following: 

•  Past, current and future economic developments
•  Thought Leadership
•  Interaction with industry leaders and peers
•  Equip and enhance your business

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP 
CONFERENCE

OVERVIEW
SAICA is guided by one of its primary objectives, to 
“act in the public’s interest”. Consequently, SAICA 
should scale up its Thought Leadership role at this 
crucial time in the country’s economy where visionary, 
responsible and inspirational leadership is needed to 
inspire growth.  It is with this in mind that an annual 
women leadership conference, pitched at women 
chartered accountants is being planned for 2018. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
We aim to address topics at these events that will 
assist our women CAs(SA) to: 

•  optimise their effectiveness as leaders; 
•  meet the challenges of today’s fast changing 

business environment; 
•  enhance their business performance; 
•  in turn nurture the leadership of others; 
•  and find the balance between work and personal 

life.

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Spring%20Conference
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Women%20in%20Leadership%20Conference
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AGAs(SA)  
GALA DINNER

OVERVIEW
This is a celebration of South Africa’s best 
accounting and finance talent. 

It is one of SAICA’s annual flagship events where 
we acknowledge and welcome the newly qualified 
associates into the prestigious accountancy 
profession.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
•  To acknowledge the best newly qualified 

AGA(SA) and have them take pledge, creating 
a culture around ethical awareness and 
commitment while rubbing shoulders with 
business leaders in the profession.

•  Being part of building bonds that will ultimately 
enhance their professional career and the 
profession.

•  Create and promote SAICA brand loyalty within 
the profession.

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

ENQUIRE NOW

CONTENTS PAGE

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This is a celebration of South Africa’s best 
accounting and finance talent. 

It is one of SAICA’s annual flagship events where 
we acknowledge and welcome the newly qualified 
members into the prestigious accountancy 
profession.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To acknowledge the best newly qualified CAs(SA) 
and have them take a pledge, creating awareness 
around ethical conduct and commitment while 
rubbing shoulders with business leaders in the 
profession.

NEW MEMBERS  
GALA DINNER

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=AGAs%28SA%29%20Gala%20Dinner
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20New%20Members%20Gala%20Dinner
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ENQUIRE NOW

POLOKWANE |  VAAL |  JOHANNESBURG, 
LOWVELD

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This is a Black-Tie event in the districts of 
Polokwane, Vaal, Johannesburg and Lowveld.  It is 
an ideal opportunity for members and stakeholder 
outside of the major metropolitan areas to interact, 
build relationships and expand their networks.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
These annual dinners are an ideal opportunity 
for members and associates in these districts to 
network with each other and other business leaders, 
in a relaxed environment.

ANNUAL  
DINNER

 53 SAICA COURSE CATALOGUE 2018

BUSINESS  
BREAKFAST

OVERVIEW
Flagship and very popular formal sit down business 
breakfasts attended by captains of industry, 
accounting and audit firms and stakeholders. The 
business breakfasts are presented four times per 
year. Non-members are also welcome as this is a 
broader networking platform among members of 
the business community in the large metropolitan 
areas. Leading local and international speakers often 
address and engage our members on topical issues 
of the day.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The topics presented varies, but include some of the 
following:

•  Past, current and future economic developments
•  Thought Leadership
•  Interaction with industry leaders and peers
•  Equip and enhance your business

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

1h 1 CPD HOUR

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Annual%20Dinner
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Business%20Breakfast
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WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP 
BREAKFAST

OVERVIEW
The objective of the breakfast presentation is to 
draw on the experiences of prominent role models 
in business regarding the challenges they face in 
business and how women CAs(SA) can empower 
each other.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
We aim to address topics at these events that will 
assist our women CAs(SA) to: 

•  optimise their effectiveness as leaders; 
•  meet the challenges of today’s fast changing 

business environment; 
•  enhance their business performance; 
•  in turn nurture the leadership of others; 
•  and find the balance between work and personal 

life.

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

2h 2 CPD HOURS

ENQUIRE NOW

CONTENTS PAGE

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  VAAL |  HIGHVELD
EAST RAND |  LOWVELD |  LIMPOPO

COMPLIMENTARY

1h 1 CPD HOUR PER EVENT

OVERVIEW
This is a fun and funky evening for the young 
professional crowd where they can acquire some soft 
skills in a relaxed environment. Area restaurants and 
other popular meeting places serve up their canapés 
and mixology masterpieces which are enjoyed to the 
beat of modern sounds playing in the background. This 
event is presented twice in a year.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members meet with like-minded peers, network and 
gain knowledge from various topics to be discussed.

Topics up for discussion:

•  Adaptability  •  Integrated thinking
•  Analytical and  •  Innovation
 Critical Thinking •  Leadership
•  Business Acumen •  Self-Management
•  Digitisation and •  People Skills
 Disruption 
•  Entrepreneurship 
 Skills 

COCKTAIL  
SHOTS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Women%20in%20Leadership%20Breakfast
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Cocktail%20Shots
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ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG |  VAAL |  HIGHVELD
EAST RAND |  LOWVELD |  LIMPOPO
PRETORIA

COMPLIMENTARY

1h 1 CPD HOUR PER EVENT

OVERVIEW
This is a light version of a workshop where members 
meet in the morning for a quick session of coffee 
and light breakfast over a topical issue of the day.  
The sessions are usually facilitated where delegates 
democratically agree on a topic/topics to be debated 
in a structured but agenda free meeting. This event is 
presented twice a year.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members meet with like-minded peers, network and 
gain knowledge from various topics to be discussed.

Topics up for discussion:

•  Adaptability  •  Integrated thinking
•  Analytical and  •  Innovation
 Critical Thinking •  Leadership
•  Business Acumen •  Self-Management
•  Digitisation and •  People Skills
 Disruption 
•  Entrepreneurship 
 Skills 

ESPRESSO  
SHOTS

YCAN COCKTAIL  
EVENT

OVERVIEW
These events assume a cocktail format where 
a keynote address is followed by a networking 
session over drinks and snacks.

Presenters chosen are specialists in their fields and 
have been carefully selected to address issues that 
the young CAs(SA) might be facing in their quest 
for reaching greater heights. Previous speakers at 
these events have included renowned business 
leaders such as Allon Raiz, the founder and CEO of 
Raizcorp, Dr Martyn Davies, CEO of Deloitte Frontier 
Advisory and Alan Knott-Craig Jr. among others.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
We have identified a need for young and upcoming 
CAs(SA) to network with their peers. SAICA 
sees these events as an opportunity to create a 
dynamic setting where like-minded, progressive 
CAs(SA) could meet, maintain and enhance their 
networks. In addition to creating an excellent 
networking opportunity, this event is designed 
to offer CAs(SA) who are under 35 years old the 
opportunity to develop themselves professionally in 
an entertaining, interactive and practical way.

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Espresso%20Shots
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Nortern%20Region%3A%20YCAN%20Cocktail%20Event


NORTHERN REGION

NETWORKING EVENT

OVERVIEW
This is an informal and fun, networking platform for 
the basic purpose of building trust and dependence 
on your team of professionals.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Being part of building bonds that will ultimately 
enhance their professional career and the 
profession. Create and promote SAICA brand loyalty 
within the profession.

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

ENQUIRE NOW
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JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This is an informal and fun, networking platform for 
the basic purpose of building trust and dependence 
on your team of professionals.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Being part of building bonds that will ultimately 
enhance their professional career and the 
profession. Create and promote SAICA brand loyalty 
within the profession.

YCAN MOVIE  
NIGHT

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20Networking%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20YCAN%20Movie%20Night
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ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This is an informal and fun, networking platform for 
the basic purpose of building trust and dependence 
on your team of professionals

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The trust and dependence exercise can be taken 
and applied in the workplace.

JDA AMAZING  
RACE

JDA COCKTAIL  
EVENING

OVERVIEW
This is an informal and fun, networking platform for 
the basic purpose of building trust and dependence 
on your team of professionals.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Being part of building bonds that will ultimately 
enhance their professional career and the 
profession. Create and promote SAICA brand loyalty 
within the profession.

ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20JDA%20Amazing%20Race
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20JDA%20Cocktail%20Evening
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OVERVIEW
The Winter School and Leadership Programme is 
run in partnership with Diski Nine9 and Soul City and 
will integrate gender based life skills education with 
a soccer and netball tournament for 600 boys and 
girls aged 10 - 15.

Problem: Gender based violence is on the rise in 
South Africa. Incidents of violent crimes against 
women that include domestic violence, rape, 
kidnapping and murder have made headlines in 
mainstream media. To bring an end to gender based 
violence, we need to create spaces to educate each 
other about the attitudes, value systems and social 
constructs that perpetuate a culture of patriarchy, 
which is a key enabler for gender based violence. 

Response: SAICA has partnered with Diski Nine9 
and Soul City to run a Holiday School and Leadership 
Programme in Protea Glen, Soweto during the 
upcoming winter school holidays. The programme 
seeks to reach over 600 boys and girls between the 
ages of 10 – 15 through a combination of gender 
based workshops as well as a soccer and netball 
tournament.

The participants in the programme will attend 
gender based workshops under the themes: 

•  Masculinity: what does it mean to be a boy/man 
and what role do I play in my community and 
society as a boy/man 

•  Femininity: what does it mean to be a girl/
woman and what role do I play in my community 
and society as a girl/woman

SAICA JOHANNESBURG 
DISTRICT COMMITTEE 
AND DISKI NINE9 WINTER 
SCHOOL PROGRAMME

JOHANNESBURG

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

ENQUIRE NOW

After the learners have attended the workshops, 
they will engage in a fun and exciting soccer and 
netball tournament.

For more information, please visit: www.diskinine9.
co.za or www.facebook.com/diskinine9  

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This is a nation building event, providing members 
the opportunity to engage with the learners and 
impart valuable life skills.

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Northern%20Region%3A%20SAICA%20Johannesburg%20District%20Committee%20and%20Diski%20Nine9%20Winter%20School%20Programme
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SUMMER  
CONFERENCE

OVERVIEW
The summer conference is our flagship event 
hosted in October every year, attracting members 
from across the Central Region which includes 
Free State, Northern Cape and North West. 
The conference provides an ideal opportunity 
for members to network and meet with fellow 
members and associates in a relaxed and social 
environment.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This conference is designed to provide members 
with a series of non-technical topics, teambuilding 
activities and some excellent networking 
opportunities.

ENQUIRE NOW

VAALRIVER |  DRAKENSBURG

CHARGEABLE

5h 5 CPD HOURS

TACKLE TAX DISCUSSION 
GROUP

OVERVIEW
This is a discussion group that was created for 
the regional member to discuss relevant tax 
topics (parts of the legislation) in detail. This is an 
interactive session, facilitated by local tax leaders 
and takes place at least three times per year.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Obtain an in-depth understanding of a specific tax 
topic, with practical implications of the relevant 
sections of the tax legislation.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN |  KLERKSDORP

COMPLIMENTARY

1h 1 CPD HOUR PER SESSION

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20Summer%20Conference
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20Tackle%20Tax%20Discussion%20Group


CENTRAL REGION

SMP INFORMATION 
SESSION

OVERVIEW
This is a roadshow designed to enlighten members 
within the Small and Medium Practice space on the 
latest in tax, accounting, laws and regulations.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Understand the latest changes in the tax, accounting 
and legislative space, focussing on members in the 
small and medium practices.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN |  KIMBERLEY
KLERKSDORP

COMPLIMENTARY

6h 6 CPD HOURS
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NON-TECHNICAL /  
COFFEE SHOP SESSIONS

OVERVIEW
These sessions are informal networking sessions 
where we will be discussing a variety of topics. 
Invitations are extended to all members and 
associates. We are planning to host seven sessions 
throughout the year, covering the following topics:

• Light on leadership
• Social Media: “The do’s and don’ts of Social 

Media”
•  Presentation skills; “Powerful Presentations”
• Ethics
• Crypto currencies and blockchain
•  Strengthen your memory 
•  Health is wealth - Keep this treasure safe.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The topics will focus on understanding:

•  How leaders operate and ensure they remain a cut 
above the rest.

• How to use social media to your business’ benefit. 
What to do and what not to do.

• How to use different software to make the impact 
you need in your everyday presentations.

• How your ethical and moral responsibility in the 
work place contributing to a better society.

•  Gaining a better understanding of the new buzz 
word “crypto currencies” and “blockchain”.

• Learning techniques to assist in strengthening your 
memory.

•  Focus on emotional health, physical health and 
nutritional secrets for even a healthier lifestyle.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN

COMPLIMENTARY

1h 1 CPD HOUR PER SESSION

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20SMP%20Information%20Session
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20Non-technical%20/%20Coffee%20Shop%20Sessions
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WOMEN’S MONTH  
EVENT

OVERVIEW
The objective of the event is to draw on the 
experiences of prominent role models in business 
regarding the challenges they face in business and 
how women can empower each other.

We aim to address topics at these events that will 
assist our women to: optimize their effectiveness 
as leaders; meet the challenges of today’s fast 
changing business environment; enhance their 
business performance; in turn nurture the leadership 
of others; and find the balance between work and 
personal life.

This event will be a first for the Central Region.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
This event provides an ideal opportunity for women 
in the profession to interact with one another. 
Presenters will touch on topics such as, women 
optimizing their effectiveness as leaders; how to 
cope with the fast-paced life and challenges of being 
a working mother and many more.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN

CHARGEABLE OR COMPLIMENTARY  
(SPONSORSHIP DEPENDENT)

1h 1 CPD HOUR

BUSINESS  
BREAKFAST

OVERVIEW
This is a popular formal sit down business 
breakfasts attended by captains of industry, 
accounting and audit firms and stakeholders. Non-
members are also welcome as this is a broader 
networking platform among members of the 
business community in the large metropolitan 
areas. Leading local and international speakers often 
address and engage our members on topical issues 
of the day.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The purpose of the SAICA business breakfasts 
networking functions is to encourage networking 
amongst SAICA members and associates. The 
breakfasts are well attended by members in 
commerce and industry as well as accounting and 
auditing firms. Speakers at previous breakfasts have 
included renowned industry leaders such as Clem 
Sunter, Dawie Roodt and Justice Malala with topics 
including some of the following:

•  Past, current and future economic developments
•  Thought Leadership
•  Interaction with industry leaders and peers
•  Equip and enhance your business

A breakfast is normally hosted in the Free State and 
North West provinces.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN |  POTCHEFSTROOM

CHARGEABLE OR COMPLIMENTARY  
(SPONSORSHIP DEPENDENT)

1.5h 1.5 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20Women%27s%20Month%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20Business%20Breakfast
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AGA WELCOMING  
EVENT

OVERVIEW
This event is a celebration of South Africa’s 
best accounting and finance talent where we 
acknowledge and welcome the newly qualified 
associates into the prestigious accountancy 
profession.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
•  To acknowledge the new AGAs(SA), creating 

a culture around ethical awareness and 
commitment while rubbing shoulders with 
business leaders in the profession.

•  Being part of building bonds that will ultimately 
enhance their professional career and the 
profession.

•  Create and promote SAICA brand loyalty within 
the profession.

•  Understand the SAICA structure and how the 
AGA designation can add value to the associate.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN

COMPLIMENTARY

5h 0.5 CPD HOUR

DISTRICT  
FUNCTIONS

OVERVIEW
District functions are informal type of events which 
previously included activities like bowling, food 
pairing, wine tasting, lunch/breakfast and movie 
nights. These events set the platform for members 
and associates to interact in an informal manner in 
a very relaxed environment. We plan two events 
per annum in each of our nine districts. District 
committees decide on the type of events they 
want to host based on the general feeling amongst 
members in the district.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
The idea is for members to interact and network in 
an informal and relaxed environment.

ENQUIRE NOW

POTCHEFSTROOM | WELKOM | BLOEMFONTEIN 
KIMBERLEY | RUSTENBURG | BETHLEHEM 
UPINGTON | KLERKSDORP | DE AAR

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20AGA%20Welcoming%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20District%20Functions
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ANNUAL  
DINNERS

OVERVIEW
This is a formal event in each of the provinces which 
includes the Free State, Northern Cape and North 
West. It is an ideal opportunity for members and 
stakeholders to interact and network. Successful 
APC candidates are congratulated and welcomed 
into the profession at these events.  

An entertainer is usually included in the programme 
for the evening, with appearances from the likes of 
renowned comedians Riaad Moosa, Al Prodgers, 
Nik Rabinowitz and other well-known entertainers 
like Dewald Louw, Elvis Blue (Previous Idol winners) 
Joseph Clark (Queen) and Blackbyrd. 

We tend to include a limited number of key external 
stakeholders as invitees to add value to the 
networking experience.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
These annual dinners are an ideal opportunity 
for members and associates in the provinces to 
network with each other and other business leaders, 
in a relaxed environment.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN | KIMBERLEY
KLERKSDORP | POTCHEFSTROOM

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

GOLF  
DAYS

OVERVIEW
The objective of the golf days is to create an 
opportunity for members to interact socially as well 
as discuss views relating to the profession and 
business in general. Invitations are extended to 
members and their associates, clients or business 
partners in the respective provinces.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Informal networking amongst “off-duty” SAICA 
members and their clients or business partners.

ENQUIRE NOW

BLOEMFONTEIN |  ORKNEY |  KIMBERLEY

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20Annual%20Dinners
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Central%20Region%3A%20Golf%20Days
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ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

DURBAN |  PIETERMARITZBURG

CHARGEABLE

2.5h 2.5 CPD HOURS PER TOPIC

DURBAN |  PIETERMARITZBURG 
(EVENT DEPENDENT)

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
These are non-technical sessions, focusing on a 
variation of exciting topics that are relevant to the 
changing nature of organisations and workplace 
dynamics.

Topics:
• From here to where: The future of 

cryptocurrency
• New World Efficiencies
• Discovering natural treasures
• Innovation integration
• Today & Tomorrow
• Challenge on
• Complacency – can be the architecture of 

downfall

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• Members will gain insights into technology and 

the 4th Industrial revolution.
• Understanding of Organisational Strategy in 

respect of Human Capital and employees.
• Change management and adaptability when 

discussing integration of innovation.
• Stepping out of your comfort zone
• Cost of complacency

OVERVIEW
This provides our members an opportunity to try a 
much wider variety of sporting activities. It is non-
technical activities that establishes a powerful sense 
of team spirit. Part taking in these activities will be 
quiet rewarding. The activities designed will be fun, 
exciting and challenging. 

• Big Rush Big Swing – Moses Mabhida
• Amazing Race
• Golf Day Challenge
• Hike to the waterfall
• CSI Challenge

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• Group activities provides high impact learning, 

through communication and increasing team 
cohesiveness.

• Working in groups also provides teams with a 
sense of accomplishment, as they complete 
tasks and challenges.

ASIKHULUME 
(LET’S CHAT)

ATHLIESURE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Asikhulume%20%28Let%27s%20Chat%29
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Athliesure
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EASTERN REGION

KEEP CALM AND LEARN 
– anaLyse, crEate,  reAd, 
wRite,  th iNk

OVERVIEW
An expert was once a beginner, learning is most 
definitely a treasure that will follow its owner 
everywhere. With our incredible combination 
of learning experiences, there is something for 
everyone. The programmes range from intermediate 
to master classes workshops.  

Topics:
• Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP & HNLP) - 

Heart of NLP
• Integrative Life Coaching
• Shapeshift- The creative Entrepreneur
• Higher, Faster,  Stronger - Keeping up with 

technology
• Productivity Pitsop
• Social Media Bootcamp
• Becoming agents of change - Change 

Management
• The power of performance - Performance 

Management
• How To mentor
• Leadership Evolution

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• A practical demonstration on personal 

development and growth.
• Understanding of leadership in our changing 

environments
• Controlling your responses to people and event 

around you
• Exploring how we think and feel
• Use of new business opportunities
• Increasing or keeping market quotas

ENQUIRE NOW

DURBAN |  PIETERMARITZBURG

CHARGEABLE

3.5h 3.5 CPD HOURS PER TOPIC

CONTENTS PAGE

TACKLE TAX SERIES

OVERVIEW
SAICA Eastern Region has introduced the Tackle 
Tax series of workshops as a means of creating 
a platform for members to discuss the technical 
and practical application of topical areas within the 
tax arena, with a view to identifying solutions / 
interventions with respect to common issues.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Obtain an in-depth understanding of a specific tax 
topic, with practical implications of the relevant 
sections of the tax legislation.

ENQUIRE NOW

THROUGHOUT KWAZULU-NATAL

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Keep%20Calm%20and%20Learn
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Tackle%20Tax%20Series
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PRACTITIONERS’ PULSE 
SERIES

DISTRICT BUNDLES

OVERVIEW
Discussion forum to enlighten members within 
the Small and Medium Practice space on the latest 
legislation in tax, accounting, laws and regulations.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Understand the latest changes with the tax, 
accounting and legislative space, focussing on 
members in the small and medium practices.

OVERVIEW
Our bundle is a knowledge management hub. 
The professional knowledge and skills gained will 
be a commitment to competence. Updating of 
professional knowledge and the improvement of 
professional competence.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will be exposed to technical topics such 
as accounting, auditing and tax.

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

THROUGHOUT KWAZULU-NATAL

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS

NEWCASTLE |  PORT SHEPSTONE

CHARGEABLE

3.5h 3.5 CPD HOURS PER BUNDLE

EASTERN REGION

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Practitioners%20Pulse%20Series
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20District%20Bundles
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ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

DURBAN

CHARGEABLE

2.5h 2.5 CPD HOURS

DURBAN |  PIETERMARITZBURG

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
Our morning begins with an English breakfast 
with your fellow colleagues, also an opportunity to 
meet new people and build on those networking 
circles. Breakfast checkbox ticked, what would our 
breakfast be without food for your soul?  We talk 
about bespoke and modern people development 
coaching solutions that help drive individuals, teams 
and businesses forward in any environment.  

Topics:
• Mastering People’s Dynamics
• Breakfast & Politics Breakfast: SA’s  “new 

normal”

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• Provides an ideal platform for member 

networking and gaining value from a topical 
discussion.

• Exploring the successes, and maintaining an 
optimistic overview of what the future holds for 
our rainbow nation. 

• Recognizing people’s dynamics 
• Preventing members from limiting their growth.

OVERVIEW
We will invite women in various professions, 
following the ketch petchu trend formats, with 
quick delivery on topics that are catchy, diverse, 
and enigmatic. Raising your eyebrows, after reading 
‘enigmatic’, yes the mystery will lie in the topics. 
We just may invite a sexologist, a psychologist, and 
many other ‘gists’, however the morning will be 
intensely crafted, that when you leave, you WILL 
feel re-invigorated, and ready to take on one mission 
at a time.   

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• Introduction of diverse perspectives on topics 

and applications
• Acquiring an enhanced ability to think creatively 

and more complex ways
• A higher order of cognitive skills

EXECUTIVE BUSINESS 
BREAKFASTS

EXECUTIVE WOMEN IN 
BUSINESS STALKS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Executive%20Business%20Breakfasts
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Executive%20Women%20in%20Business%20Stalks
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ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

DURBAN

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS

UMHLANGA

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
The night will start off with evening cocktails, and 
then you will submerge yourself into 30 minutes of 
motivational mind therapy with our guest speaker. 
After, we get into wittingly stimulating your interest 
in our mind sport: Quiz Challenge. This event is 
exclusive to CAs under 45.  

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• Increasing team cohesiveness.
• Acquiring an enhanced ability to think creatively
• A higher order of cognitive skills. 

OVERVIEW
SAICA sees these events as an opportunity to 
create a dynamic setting where like-minded, 
progressive CAs(SA) could meet, maintain and 
enhance their networks. In addition to creating 
an excellent networking opportunity, the events 
are designed to offer CAs(SA) who are under 35 
years old the opportunity to develop themselves 
professionally in an entertaining, interactive and 
practical way.  

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Presenters chosen are specialists in their fields 
and have been carefully selected to address issues 
faced by Young CAs.

WIZ ‘N WIKI QUIZ NIGHT YOUNG CA EVENT

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Wiz%20%27n%20Wiki%20Quiz%20Night
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Young%20CA%20Event
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EASTERN REGION

SAICA ER SOCIALS 

OVERVIEW
An opportunity to connect with other members 
through an informal evening talking about relevant 
business and political issues.  

Topics:
• Beers, Banter & Business
• Desirable desserts and d-IRE – Initiate-

Response-Evaluate
• Remedial Rendezvous

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
These are fun evenings for the young professional 
crowd where they can acquire some soft skills in a 
relaxed environment.

ENQUIRE NOW

DURBAN

CHARGEABLE

3h 3 CPD HOURS PER EVENT

ENQUIRE NOW

DURBAN

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
The Eastern Region Annual Dinner is a popular well 
attended annual event. This is an exclusive, black 
tie event. An entertainer is usually included in the 
programme for the evening, with appearances 
from the likes of world renowned comedians, John 
Vlismas or Nik Rabinowitz, Emmy nominated funny 
man, Loyiso Gola, newcomer Schalk Bezuidenhout, 
Tumi Morake and Vusi Thembakwayo.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• These annual dinners are an ideal opportunity 

for members and associates in the provinces 
to network with each other and other business 
leaders, in a relaxed environment.

• It is an ideal opportunity for members and 
stakeholders to interact and network.

ANNUAL  
DINNER

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20SAICA%20ER%20Socials
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Annual%20Dinner
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ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

DURBAN

COMPLIMENTARY

3.5h 3.5 CPD HOURS

DURBAN

COMPLIMENTARY

3.5h 3.5 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
This event is a celebration of South Africa’s 
best accounting and finance talent and also one 
of SAICA’s annual flagship events where we 
acknowledge and welcome the newly qualified 
associates into the prestigious accountancy 
profession.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• To acknowledge the newly qualified AGAs(SA), 

creating a culture around ethical awareness 
and commitment while rubbing shoulders with 
business leaders in the profession.

• Being part of building bonds that will ultimately 
enhance their professional career and the 
profession.

• Create and promote SAICA brand loyalty within 
the profession.

• Understand the SAICA structure and how the 
AGA designation can add value to the associate.

OVERVIEW
This event is a celebration of South Africa’s 
best accounting and finance talent and also one 
of SAICA’s annual flagship events where we 
acknowledge and welcome the newly qualified 
members into the prestigious accountancy 
profession.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
• To acknowledge the best newly qualified 

CAs(SA) and have them take a pledge, creating 
a culture around ethical awareness and 
commitment while rubbing shoulders with 
business leaders in the profession.

• Being part of building bonds that will ultimately 
enhance their professional career and the 
profession.

• Create and promote SAICA brand loyalty within 
the profession.

AGA(SA) WELCOMING 
EVENT

NEW MEMBERS GALA 
DINNER

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20AGA%28SA%29%20Welcoming%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20New%20Members%20Gala%20Dinner
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ENQUIRE NOW

THROUGHOUT KWAZULU-NATAL

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
Our region has conceptualized efforts in supporting 
and creating awareness on different social causes. 
Our initiatives will leverage of in-kind contributions 
and resources to improve our community well-
being.

• Book drop for school libraries
• Takin it to the streets – Trekker packs for the 

homeless
• Care Bear Pack – orphans need love too
• Mission Pawsible – animals do matter

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Opportunity for members and their organisations 
to give back to underprivileged communities and 
support plausible causes.

REGIONAL SOCIAL 
INITIATIVES

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Eastern%20Region%3A%20Regional%20Social%20Initiatives
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ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

EAST LONDON |  PORT ELIZABETH

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

2h 2 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
Aimed at providing members with supplementary 
soft skills and insight to face the challenges in 
the working environment and to equip them 
with additional soft skills needed in the work 
environment. Other needs may change the 
objectives of the conference, but will be aimed 
to provide attendees with relevant training and 
practical solutions. Soft skills such as marketing, 
presentation skills, time-management, strategy, 
entrepreneurship, leadership etc. will be covered at 
the conference. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Key learnings include soft skills in areas 
of management, strategy, leadership & 
entrepreneurship. The conference further provides 
for excellent networking opportunities.

OVERVIEW
SAICA Southern Region identifies and invites 
several key high profile players to host “speed 
mentoring” discussions specifically aimed at 
the Young CAs(SA). These are high level, topical 
discussions in a very relaxed atmosphere for 
maximum of 2 hours in the evening over drinks and 
snacks. The mentoring sessions take place in the 
form of a panel discussion and breaks into short 
interactive speed mentoring sessions.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
A combination of mentoring, learning, networking 
and social interaction, aimed at providing members 
with the opportunity to:

•  network with key high profile players in business 
and practice

•  network with colleagues in an informal and 
relaxing environment

•  meet future potential mentors
•  share and learn from the experience of 

accomplishments individuals on how they have 
navigated their careers.

WINTER 
CONFERENCE

CA EXCHANGE:  
SPEED MENTORING 
SESSION

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Winter%20Conference
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20CA%20Exhange%3A%20Speed%20Mentoring%20Session
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SOUTHERN REGION

YCAN  
CONFERENCE

CAPE TOWN TAX 
DISCUSSION GROUP X 5 
SESSIONS PER ANNUM

OVERVIEW
Aimed at providing members with supplementary 
soft skills and insight to face the challenges in 
the working environment and to equip them 
with additional soft skills needed in the work 
environment. Other needs may change the 
objectives of the conference, but will be aimed 
to provide attendees with relevant training and 
practical solutions. Soft skills such as marketing, 
presentation skills, time-management, strategy 
entrepreneurship, leadership etc. will be covered at 
the conference.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Key learnings include soft skills in areas 
of management, strategy, leadership & 
entrepreneurship. The conference further provides 
for excellent networking opportunities.

OVERVIEW
The Discussion Group share ideas around technical 
and non-technical issues relating to tax, including 
SARS operational issues and discusses technical 
and practical application of topical areas within the 
tax arena. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Platform for members to discuss the technical 
and practical application of topical areas within the 
tax arena, with a view to identifying solutions and 
interventions with respect to common issues.

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

6h 6 CPD HOURS

CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

2h 2 CPD HOURS PER SESSION

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20YCAN%20Conference
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Cape%20Town%20Tax%20Discussion%20Group%20x%205%20Sessions%20Per%20Annum
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ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

GEORGE

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

EAST LONDON |  GEORGE

CHARGEABLE

4h 4 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
The objective of the event is to provide an informal 
networking platform. The event is designed to be 
fun, exciting and to establish a sense of mentorship 
and team spirit, and can range from a sporting event 
such a bowls to pure social networking such as a 
themed evening cocktail event. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To foster networking, mentorship and team work.

OVERVIEW
This seminar is designed for members who 
would like to be kept up to date on the latest tax 
amendments.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Members will understand how the recent changes 
in the income tax act affects individuals and their 
organisations.

SCDA ANNUAL 
NETWORKING EVENT

TAX  
UPDATE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Tax%20Update
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20SCDA%20Annual%20Networking%20Event
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SOUTHERN REGION

BKDA AGM AND NEW 
MEMBERS & APC 
QUALIFIERS EVENT

PEDA AGM AND NEW 
MEMBERS WELCOMING 
EVENT

OVERVIEW
The objective of the event is to acknowledge the 
qualification of new and prospective members to 
SAICA and to give them an opportunity to celebrate 
their qualification and acceptance into SAICA..

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To acknowledge the newly qualified and prospective 
members into the profession and have them take 
the pledge, while creating a culture of ethical 
awareness and commitment.  

OVERVIEW
The objective of the event is to acknowledge the 
qualification of new members to SAICA and to give 
them an opportunity to celebrate their qualification 
and acceptance into SAICA.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To acknowledge the newly qualified members into 
the profession and have them take the pledge, 
while creating a culture of ethical awareness and 
commitment.  

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

EAST LONDON

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

PORT ELIZABETH

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20BKDA%20AGM%20%26%20APC%20Qualifiers%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20PEDA%20AGM%20and%20New%20Members%20Welcoming%20Event
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ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
The objective of the SAICA welcoming events for 
new members is to acknowledge and welcome the 
membership of new members to SAICA and give 
them an opportunity to celebrate their qualification 
and acceptance into SAICA. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To acknowledge the newly qualified associates 
into the profession and have them take the pledge, 
while creating a culture of ethical awareness and 
commitment.

OVERVIEW
The objective of the SAICA welcoming events for 
new associates is to acknowledge and welcome the 
membership of new associates to SAICA and give 
them an opportunity to celebrate their qualification 
and acceptance into SAICA.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To acknowledge the newly qualified associates 
into the profession and have them take the pledge, 
while creating a culture of ethical awareness and 
commitment.

NEW MEMBERS 
WELCOMING EVENT

AGA(SA) WELCOMING 
EVENT

CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20AGA%28SA%29%20Welcoming%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20New%20Members%20Welcoming%20Event
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BKDA AGA(SA)  
WELCOMING EVENT

WOMEN IN BUSINESS 
BREAKFAST

OVERVIEW
The objective of the SAICA welcoming events for 
new associates is to acknowledge and welcome the 
membership of new associates to SAICA and give 
them an opportunity to celebrate their qualification 
and acceptance into SAICA.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To acknowledge the newly qualified associates and 
have them take the pledge, while creating a culture 
of ethical awareness and commitment.

OVERVIEW
The objective of the breakfast presentations is to 
draw on the experiences of prominent role models 
in business regarding the challenges they face in 
business and how women CAs(SA) can empower 
each other.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
We aim to address topics at these events that 
will assist our women CAs(SA) to optimise their 
effectiveness as leaders; meet the challenges 
of today’s fast changing business environment; 
enhance their business performance; in turn nurture 
the leadership of others; and find the balance 
between work and personal life.

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

EAST LONDON

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

1h 1 CPD HOUR

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20BKDA%20%28AGA%29SA%20Welcoming%20Event
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Women%20in%20Business%20Breakfast
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ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

PORT ELIZABETH

CHARGEABLE

2h 2 CPD HOURS

EAST LONDON |  PORT ELIZABETH
GEORGE |  CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

2h 2 CPD HOURS

OVERVIEW
These breakfasts aim to provide members with 
organisational, entrepreneurship and leadership 
skills. It is aimed at directors, managers, business 
owners, members in commerce and industry 
and members in practice with the objective of 
promoting issues pertaining to entrepreneurship and 
management. This event takes place quarterly.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Excellent networking opportunity as members meet 
like-minded peers, network and gain knowledge on 
various topical issues.

OVERVIEW
These Discussion Forums aims to provide members 
with organisational, entrepreneurship and leadership 
soft skills. It is aimed at directors, managers, 
business owners, members in commerce and 
industry and members in practice with the objective 
of promoting issues pertaining to entrepreneurship, 
leadership and management.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Key outcomes include People development 
coaching solutions in areas of organisational, 
leadership & management skills. The sessions 
provide for excellent networking opportunities with 
like-minded individuals.

PEDA MINI  
BREAKFAST

EXCHANGED LEARNINGS 
/  ESPRESSO SHOTS X 2 
SESSIONS PER DISTRICT 
PER ANNUM

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20PEDA%20Mini%20Breakfast
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Exchanged%20Learnings%20/%20Espresso%20Shots%20x%202%20Sessions%20Per%20District%20Per%20Annum
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SOUTHERN REGION

BKDA BUSINESS  
BREAKFAST

SOUTHERN REGION 
BUSINESS BREAKFAST

OVERVIEW
The purpose of the SAICA business breakfast 
networking function is to encourage networking 
among SAICA members, associates, trainees and 
their clients. The breakfasts are well attended 
by members in commerce and industry as well 
as those in accounting & auditing firms. Leading 
local and international speakers often address and 
engage our members on topical issues of the day.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Dependent on the topic presented on, it varies but 
include some or all the following:

•  Past, current and future economic and political 
developments

•  Thought leadership
•  Interaction with industry leaders and peers
•  Equip and enhance business

OVERVIEW
The purpose of the SAICA business breakfast 
networking function is to encourage networking 
among SAICA members and associates. The 
breakfasts are well attended by members in 
commerce and industry as well as those in 
accounting & auditing firms. Leading local and 
international speakers often address and engage our 
members on topical issues of the day.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Dependent on the topic presented on, it varies but 
include some or all the following:

•  Past, current and future economic and political 
developments

•  Thought leadership
•  Interaction with industry leaders and peers
•  Equip and enhance business

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

EAST LONDON

CHARGEABLE

1h 1 CPD HOUR

CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

1h 1 CPD HOUR

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20BKDA%20Business%20Breakfast
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Business%20Breakfast
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ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

PORT ELIZABETH

CHARGEABLE

1h 1 CPD HOUR

OVERVIEW
Informal luncheon of all the Past Presidents of the 
Southern Region Council. The luncheon is hosted by 
the current President and the Regional Executive. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Social networking event that provides opportunity to 
interact and gain valuable insights from experienced 
individuals. 

OVERVIEW
The purpose of the SAICA business breakfast 
networking function is to encourage networking 
among SAICA members and associates. The 
breakfasts are well attended by members in 
commerce and industry as well as those in 
accounting & auditing firms. Leading local and 
international speakers often address and engage our 
members on topical issues of the day.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Dependent on the topic presented on, it varies but 
include some or all the following:

•  Past, current and future economic and political 
developments

•  Thought leadership
•  Interaction with industry leaders and peers
•  Equip and enhance business

PAST PRESIDENTS 
LUNCHEON

PEDA BUSINESS  
BREAKFAST

CAPE TOWN

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Past%20Presidents%20Luncheon
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20PEDA%20Business%20Breakfast
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SOUTHERN REGION

PEDA ANNUAL  
DINNER

SOUTHERN REGION  
ANNUAL DINNER

OVERVIEW
These annual dinners are an ideal opportunity for 
members and associates in the district to network 
with each other. A renowned guest speaker 
of national standing and an entertainer usually 
addresses the guests for approximately 40 minutes. 
The dinner is increasing in popularity and is a 
standing item on the social agenda of members in 
this area.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Creates a platform for social networking

OVERVIEW
An exclusive, black tie event, the annual dinner 
continues to enjoy popularity and its success is 
ascribed to its networking characteristics. A guest 
speaker or entertainer usually addresses the guests 
for approximately 40 minutes.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Excellent networking opportunity with approximately 
400 top-tier SAICA members in the southern 
Region. 

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

PORT ELIZABETH

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

CAPE TOWN

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

CONTENTS PAGE

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20PEDA%20Annual%20Dinner
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%20Annual%20Dinner
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SOUTHERN REGION

ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

PORT ELIZABETH

CHARGEABLE

1h 1 CPD HOUR

OVERVIEW
This is an informal, fun networking platform, for 
building relationships and networks with like-minded 
individuals. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Excellent networking opportunity to build 
relationships in an informal and entertaining setting. 

PEDA WINE  
TASTING

OVERVIEW
These annual dinners are an ideal opportunity for 
members and associates in the district to network 
with each other. A renowned guest speaker 
of national standing and an entertainer usually 
addresses the guests for approximately 40 minutes. 
The dinner is increasing in popularity and is a 
standing item on the social agenda of members in 
this area.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Creates a platform for social networking.

BKDA ANNUAL  
DINNER

EAST LONDON

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20PEDA%20Wine%20Tasting
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20BKDA%20Annual%20Dinner
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SOUTHERN REGION

BKDA HOCKEY  
DAY

BKDA WOMEN’S  
PAMPER DAY

OVERVIEW
The objective of the event is to provide an informal 
networking platform. The event is designed to be 
fun, exciting and to establish a sense of mentorship 
and team spirit. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To foster networking, mentorship, team work and 
team spirit.

OVERVIEW
This is an informal and fun networking platform, 
for the basic purpose of building relationships and 
networks. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To foster social networking.

ENQUIRE NOW ENQUIRE NOW

EAST LONDON

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

EAST LONDON

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS
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SOUTHERN REGION

ENQUIRE NOWENQUIRE NOW

OVERVIEW
Corporate Social Investment initiative involving 
all members, associates, trainees and Thuthuka 
students.

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
Corporate Social Investment that focuses on giving 
back and social responsibility.

OVERVIEW
The objective of the event is to provide an informal 
networking platform. The event is designed to be 
fun, exciting and to establish a sense of mentorship 
and team spirit. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES AND BENEFITS
To foster networking, mentorship, team work and 
team spirit.

MANDELA DAY  
CSI 

PEDA GOLF AND  
BOWLS DAY

PORT ELIZABETH

CHARGEABLE

0h 0 CPD HOURS

CAPE TOWN |  EAST LONDON
PORT ELIZABETH |  GEORGE

COMPLIMENTARY

0h 0 CPD HOURS

mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20Mandela%20Day%20CSI
mailto:saica%40saica.co.za?subject=Southern%20Region%3A%20PEDA%20Golf%20and%20Bowls%20Day
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International members have access to the 
following CPD courses and networking 
opportunities: 

LIVE WEBCASTS
SAICA has acquired the technology to live stream 
and record most the CPD courses that are held in 
South Africa. This will enable international members 
to access these courses and participate through 
interactive polls and interaction with the presenter. 

CLICK2START COURSES
Where members have not been able to participate 
in the live webcasts, courses are recorded and 
added to the Click2Start library for members to earn 
verifiable CPD hours.

SEMINARS AND EVENTS FOR MEMBERS 
IN AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, 
BERMUDA, CAYMAN ISLANDS AND 
UNITED KINGDOM
We have active committees that identify specific 
training and networking opportunities for members 
in these locations. These opportunities are 
communicated to members through bulk email and 
social media where applicable.

ACCESS TO COURSES THROUGH THE 
GAA PASSPORT 
As part of the value proposition to its international 
members, SAICA is a member of the Global 
Accounting Alliance (GAA) which is an alliance 
of 10 leading professional accountancy bodies in 
significant capital markets. The GAA was created 
to promote quality services, share information and 
collaborate on important international issues. 

The members of the GAA are:

•  The American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (AICPA) 

•  Chartered Accountants Ireland (CAI) 
•  Chartered Professional Accountants Canada (CPA 

Canada) 
•  Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants (HKICPA) 
•  Chartered Accountants Australia and New 

Zealand (CA ANZ) 

•  Institute of Chartered Accountants in England 
and Wales (ICAEW) 

•  Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland 
(ICAS)

SAICA members can access these institute courses 
at member rates.

COURSES IN THE USA
SAICA is a member of The Association of Chartered 
Accountants in the United States (“ACAUS”), 
which is a non-profit professional and educational 
organisation dedicated to representing the interests 
of over 7,000 Chartered Accountants & Chartered 
Professional Accountants from the funding Home 
Institutes who reside in the United States. ACAUS 
provides networking and CPD opportunities for 
SAICA members. Please visit www.acaus.org for 
these details.

NETWORKING THROUGH THE 
AMBASSADOR PROGRAMME

SAICA has initiated an ambassador programme 
where members who are interested in being 
ambassadors can arrange networking events 
for members in their locations. These events 
can consist of formal events or informal lunches 
or suppers to further social and business and 
relationships. 

INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS
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SAICA understands the value of ongoing 
development for every individual and organisation 
and the contribution that this has to the overall 
organisational performance, staff development and 
skills and knowledge retention.  These factors are 
also crucial to remaining competitive and relevant in 
this fast-paced and evolving world.

Through customised corporate training, SAICA 
aims to deliver the ultimate solution to meet 
corporates’ customised learning and development 
objectives and to dramatically improving the overall 
organisational performance. 

WHY CORPORATE TRAINING?
The corporate training is designed to equip 
personnel and/or stakeholders with knowledge, 
skills and tools necessary to effect improvements to 
the overall performance of an organisation. 

The key is to first understand what your learning and 
development requirements are – which are specific 
to your organisation – and then to commence with 
the development and delivery of this learning, 
which will enable your team to perform at the 
highest possible level. SAICA can assist you with 
this ongoing responsibility by providing you with an 
appropriate platform for learning and development 
and the support to commit to lifelong learning within 
your organisation.

SAICA is actively expanding its learning offerings in 
terms of not only offering technical related content 
but also by developing your pervasive competencies 
such as ethics, leadership and other skills expected 
for the success of any organisation.

BENEFITS:
•  Cost-efficient – Corporate training is often 

a more cost-effective solution when training 
several staff with the same training requirement.

•  Customised content – Your training needs 
can be customised and aligned with your 
organisation’s culture, work procedures and 
strategic vision

•  Convenience – Training can run where, when 
and how you want it.

•  Consistent quality – employees receive the 
same training from the same presenter/s

•  Team work – encourages teamwork and 
networking within business

These are great advantages over a generic industry 
training courses, as ultimately the goal is to conduct 
training specifically for your specific needs. 

HOW WILL IT WORK?
•  SAICA together with the stakeholder will identify 

your objectives in terms of training requirements 
•  We will tailor our standard offering or custom 

make offerings from the stakeholders’ identified 
objectives

•  SAICA identifies suitable experts in the specified 
field / topic to conduct the training  

•  Assist with planning logistics to ensure a 
seamless process from SAICA to the stakeholder  

CORPORATE TRAINING CONTACT 
DETAILS:
Millicent Mazibuko 
Tel: 011 621 6670 
Email: in-house@saica.co.za

CUSTOMISED CORPORATE TRAINING 
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The mission of SAICA Commercial is to promote the 
Chartered Accountancy profession and bring value 
to our members by aligning members to established 
companies with practical and relevant products 
and services. We therefore assist companies and 
firms to target the right member audience in the 
right context, so that relationships can be built and 
mutual business opportunities can be created. 

The CA(SA) network is influential and comprises 
leading entrepreneurs to financial services 
professionals in large and listed businesses:

•  74.3% of Chief Financial Officers of the JSE top 
200 are CAs(SA)

•  23.8% of Directors of the JSE top 200 are 
CAs(SA)

•  21% of Chief Executive Officers of the JSE top 
200 are CAs(SA)

The following examples are areas where companies 
can align to SAICA in 2018 to profile brand and 
engage members with their products and services:

• Events
 »  Conferences (for practitioners, members in 

business, etc.)
 »  Roadshows
 »  Annual Dinners
 »  Business Breakfasts
 »  Women in Accounting Breakfasts
 »  Young CA Networking events
 »  New Member Welcoming Events
 »  Trainee Sports Days
 »  Golf Days
• Training
 »  Technical
 »  Non-technical

• Digital 
 »  Publications: ASA Magazine
 »  Newsletters (weekly, monthly, quarterly)
 »  Reports & Guides
 »  Bespoke: create a digital publication, guide or 

report for member distribution 
 »  Social Media channels
 »  Online website advertising
• Print Publications
•  Member Rewards website

Contact:
Matt Knight
Project Director, Business Development & 
Commercial Delivery
MattK@saica.co.za
071 785 7205

COMMERCIAL & SPONSORSHIP
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING 
YOU AT A SAICA EVENT IN 2018!


